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So, what is the ideal training 
aircraft to satisfy the demands of 
modern-day high flight time fixed 

wing flight school operations?

New Sling NGT
(Next Generation Trainer)

W
ell that depends. Legacy 60-70s era C172 / PA28 

used to be that aircraft. However, the goalposts have 

moved considerably with today’s demanding fl ight 

training requirements. To a point where the typical legacy aircraft 

of the past can no longer meet these requirements and the call for 

modern day equipment is now a necessity.

Firstly, the traditional analogue six pack instrumentation no 

longer allows for a truly seamless transition to the modern-day 

glass cockpits typical of commuter and airliner aircraft. In most 

instances the typical modern-day fl ight school student is looking 

to move into a professional pilot career where the glass cockpit 

is now the norm. In addition, the younger age of the student 

now demands a more digital cockpit experience and will choose 

a fl ight school whose fl eet will accommodate this. Furthermore, 

retrofi tting of a modern-day glass cockpit to these legacy aircraft 

is both prohibitive in cost and complexity and the risk of over 

capitalisation of the value of the aircraft looms large.

Secondly, costs to operate and maintain a fl eet of these 40-50-year-

old aircraft are becoming prohibitive (In the USA the current 

average age of General Aviation single engine piston aircraft is 

46.8 years). Aircraft effi  ciency has also moved on with modern 

day power plants, moving away from Avgas to cheaper and more 

freely available alternatives such as Mogas and Diesel / Jet A1. 

Fuel injection systems have also contributed further to a massive 

reduction in fuel effi  ciency. 

Th irdly, any alternative must be able to follow in the footsteps 

of these legacy aircraft who have over many, many years proven 

as great fl ight training platforms withstanding hour after hour of 

ab-initio training abuse. 

Th e team that built the Sling NGT in two weeks

Sling NGT
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Enter the new Sling NGT 

Based on the tried and tested Sling 2 which has being plying its trade 

in fl ight schools both locally and  internationally over the past 10 

years, collectively these Slings have a logged thousands of hours in 

this environment with some aircraft now exceeding 6000 hours of 

abuse. Th e Sling NGT is an evolution of the brand designed to satisfy 

the demands of modern-day fl ight school operations.

Design 

Being of robust all metal construction, the aircraft is well suited to the 

rigours of fl ight school environment. Th e low wing layout provides 

for predictable handling while still being a ‘stick and rudder ’aircraft, 

being stable and well-harmonised, but requires better positive aircraft 

control to be fl own well, compared to the legacy aircraft such as the 

Cessna 172. Th e Sling demands more fi nesse and ‘stick and rudder’ 

skill which is a great fl ight training aircraft trait.

Avionics 

Th e Sling NGT has a premium all Garmin avionics suite. 

Th is includes the G3x full primary fl ight display (10” touch PFD) 

with optional second MFD, G5 back up fl ight display, GTX45R 

ADS-B in and out transponder (including traffi  c and weather), 

paired with a GTN 650 Xi GPS / NAV / COMM / MFD navigator 

and Autopilot with GMC507 control panel completing the line-up. 

So advanced is this set up, that the FAA has deemed the Sling NGT 

as a Technically Advanced Airplane (TAA). 

Th e FAA recently changed the Commercial Pilot requirement for 

10 hours of ‘complex’ time to include training in a TAA. Th e FAA 

understands that managing systems (whether it be a landing gear 

control or a complex avionics system with an autopilot) teaches a 

pilot to cope with complexity that can be transferred to other complex 

airplane systems. So, since the Sling NGT is a TAA, a student can 

now receive all training from ab-initio through PPL and on take the 

Commercial Pilot check ride in the Sling NGT. 

Power plant 

Th e Sling NGT is powered by the 100 hp fuel injected Rotax 912iS. 

Th is engine is the ideal power plant due to its reliability and great 

fuel effi  ciency where in fl ight school operations a fuel use of between 

14-17 litres per hour off ers up to 10 hours endurance. Th e 2000-hour 

TBO provides for extended maintenance intervals and the 100hr MPI 

takes no longer than a day to perform providing for minimum aircraft 

down time. All contributing to the all-important low operating costs 

imperative for high hour fl ight school operations. Furthermore, the 

single power lever provides for a lower pilot workload and with the 

Whirlwind ground adjustable propeller less complexity and lower 

maintenance costs. combination.

Safety 

A rear opening bubble canopy with built in rollover protection 

off ers superb all-round visibility assisted by a high seating 

position with a four-point harness restraint system. Th e class 

leading 43.8” cabin width provides for a spacious and relaxed 

student / instructor training environment and with a useful load 

with full fuel of 208kg can accommodate all sizes of student and 

instructor comfortably.  An airframe parachute system is available 

as an option off ering added safety. Th e Sling NGT has benign 

stall characteristics remaining predictable through the stall which 

occurs at a low 38 knots. 

Interior 

To take the harsh treatment of the fl ight training environment the Sling 

NGT interior while looking the part is fi tted with hardwearing materials 

and the leather seats are fi tted with seat covers as standard. Th e canopy 

interior has a foldable heatshield for occupant protection on hotter days.

Orders 

To date Sling Aircraft has delivered fi ve new Sling NGT’s to a fl ight 

school in the USA with an open standing order in place for a further 

1-2 aircraft per month indefi nitely. A second USA fl ight school has 

recently started placing orders for their new Sling NGT fl eet.  

Contact Sling Aircraft 

Tel: +27 (0)11 948 9898 

E-mail: sales@slingaircraft.com 

Website: www.slingaircraft.com

Sling 2 NGT cockpit
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